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                                Simple & EasyCreate websites, blogs, and promotions all with Artificial Intelligence

                                Why spend money on conventional, expensive, and unmeasured advertising when you can transfer those savings to your potential customers?


                                
                                    Create countless business promotions in seconds and share them on social media.
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                                Simple & Easy
                                Easily Share your AI-generated blogs and promotions on social media

                                
                                    Why make customers drive to malls or physical stores to buy something when they can place their order online in just a few clicks? In this day and age, more and more people prefer online shopping over conventional shopping because of its numerous advantages and benefits.
                                    


                                    With Sirkle's AI-powered Service, businesses can create an online store in just a few minutes and earn more profit by doing all the marketing for them.
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                            About us

                            

                            

                            
                                Many small businesses find digital marketing time-consuming and expensive, so they just put a logo on a website and wait for customers. Constant promotions such as blogs and social media posts burn an image in the customer's mind and influence customers' buying decisions. Unlike traditional marketing methods such as flyers, mailers, and magazines, digital marketing allows businesses to measure their level of success.


                                Sirkle's new digital marketing strategy is powered by AI (Artificial Intelligence) and empowers small businesses to express their company's niche and advance in today's crowded market. Sirkle allows business owners to adapt their involvement and budget as necessary. The goal is to build impressive branding to gain a competitive advantage over competitors and grow your client base.
                        


                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            We are growing!
                            We have made digital marketing easier and affordable for everyone.

                            Providing world class service and customer satisfaction has always been at the top of our priority list.
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                            Services

                            
                                Smart devices and social media have drastically changed people's lifestyles and expectations. Traditional convoluted websites with excessive ornamentation were more confusing than informative to visitors. People want simplicity, accessibility, and credibility. An effective website should be short, but also incorporate blogs, promotions, and landing pages. This enhances search engine visibility and provides visitors with clear information.


                                You don’t need a graphic design or technical background to build an interactive website. Just fill out a short form, and Sirkle creates a website for you automatically.


                                As part of Sirkle's marketing strategy, we help you create promotions such as eGifts, Special Offers, and blogs, and share them through different channels. The promotions Sirkle creates and shares on social media will be landing pages on your website. Not only will the landing page give your visitors more information, it will also serve as a blog page to improve your search engine optimization.


                                Sirkle's artificial intelligence (AI) tools or our team of skilled professionals can help you achieve your marketing goals, depending on your budget and strategy.
                            

                        

                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Create promotional eGift cards, eCoupons, or Special Offers and share them on social media.

                        

                    

                


                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Create unlimited blogs and promote a specific product or service on one page (landing Page).

                        

                    


                


                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Create prepaid branded eGift cards and sell them directly to your customers.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Plans/Pricing

                            
                                
                                    
                                        VIP

                                    

                                

                                As a VIP member, Sirkle handles all the work for you! We build a website and enhance it with the best keywords, descriptions, and search engines optimized.
                                We will create and/or manage all your business social media accounts with frequent advertising posts for the highest exposure. We will create eGift Cards, eCoupons, Special Offers, and Blogs on your behalf (with your prior approval) and post them on social media accordingly.
                                
                                    
                                        

                                        Online Store

                                    

                                

                                Sirkle's AI-powered Service allows businesses to create an online store in just a few minutes.
                                
                                    
                                        

                                        Premium

                                    

                                

                                Premium account subscribers can take advantage of all the standard account features of Sirkle powered by AI while also getting SEO-optimized content, images, and tools to build an interactive website. Sirkle assists you in creating branded eGift cards, eCoupons, Special Offers, and Blogs, without any design experience or technical knowledge. Share those promotions on any social media platform of your choice.
                                
                                
                                    
                                        

                                        Standard

                                    

                                

                                The Standard account allows you to build a miniWebPage (Digital business card) within minutes or an advanced website without requiring any design experience or technical skills. Easily manage your website' title, description, keywords, images, and content at any time. Get in touch with your clients and followers through Sirkle’s internal messaging feature.
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                            Why Sirkle?

                            
                                

                                Why spend thousands on static websites with expensive monthly fees when Sirkle offers interactive sites for just a fraction of the cost? Why avoid marketing because of high costs or hire expensive marketers when you can do it at a fraction of the cost? Why not transfer those savings to your customers instead? With Sirkle, you don't need any marketing, design, or technical experience. If you need any assistance or advice, the AI-powered services offered by Sirkle can help companies improve their marketing efforts.
                                


                                With Sirkle's AI services, you can generate SEO-friendly content automatically. The AI-generated promotions offered by Sirkle can be shared on Social Media in just a few clicks.
                                


                                As the digital landscape becomes increasingly competitive, Sirkle provides businesses with the tools and insights they need to succeed.

                                




                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
        

    

    
        
            
                
                    Let Sirkle expand your circle


                    
                        

                            See how easily Sirkle can grow your circle of clients:
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                                    Let AI create a website


                                    AI creates search-engine-optimized content for your website in seconds. No knowledge of graphic design, drag-and-drop, or technical background is needed.
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                                    Let AI create promotions


                                    AI creates search-engine-optimized content for your promotions in seconds. Promotions include eGift Cards, Special Offers, and most important blogs.
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                                    Share your promotions


                                    Sirkle helps you share promotions on social media instantly. The more you share your promotions, the higher exposure you will have.
                                    





                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Questions? Let's Get In Touch
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                                A Division of Healthy Media, Inc.

                                17192 Murphy Ave, #16864

                                Irvine, CA 92623
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